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During the past few years, as the economy worsened, the Springfield Police
Department was forced to endure budget cuts on a yearly, and then quarterly
basis. We lost staff, our equipment aged, and we had to eliminate important
extracurricular assignments and special programs. However, as the economy
improved, we have been able to restore positions and functions to the SPD. And that helps us
to better serve the citizens of Springfield.
We also developed a strategic plan, outlined in the SPD Goals and Objectives, to serve as a road
map as we move forward, thus ensuring the SPD is utilizing our resources as efficiently and
effectively as possible.
One of the items eliminated to save money was an annual police department report of
activities and accomplishments. The following pages comprise the Springfield Police
Department’s Annual Report; an opportunity for us to document what we’ve done, and for the
public to see how we’re doing.
As we look to the future, I encourage to you to take a moment and reflect back on 2011. The
past year was a time of change for the men and women of the Springfield Police Department,
as well as the department itself. In two days in January alone we ushered in a new beat
configuration and officer deployment plan (last updated 18 years ago), went live with a new
records management system (Niche) to replace a ten‐year‐old system, welcomed a new recruit
class to the academy, and endured one of the largest snowfalls on record.
The year was also a time of reconnecting with the community we serve. As resources were cut,
we reverted to basic police services, but as funding was restored, we’ve been able to
successfully implement our department‐wide philosophy of community oriented policing. The
community responded positively and as an example, SPD received the Reaching for the Stars
award from the staff and volunteers of Community Partnership of the Ozarks‐Caring
Communities during the NOVA (Neighborhood Organizations Volunteer Awards) banquet.
I am honored to serve as your Police Chief. I am proud of the men and women who serve the
City of Springfield as members of the Springfield Police Department, and it is my pleasure to
offer this glimpse behind the scenes into the work they do each and every day.
In service and support,

Chief Paul F. Williams
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New Patrol Paint Scheme

The Springfield Police Department made a bold change to the fleet paint scheme in
2011. The unmistakable black and white scheme adopted this year, makes the cars
stand out to the public as our officers do preventative patrol and respond to calls for
service.
Our department has received overwhelming positive feedback from the public praising
the change, and reporting the new look is more professional and gives a greater visual
impact of police presence in our community, as well as from the officers.
Chief Williams allocated drug forfeiture money to fund repainting 41 patrol cars to the
black and white color scheme. The department also added 16 new cars this year,
bringing the total number of black and white cars to 57. The remainder of the patrol
fleet will be updated as cars are replaced.
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Beat Redistricting
In late 2010, the Springfield Police Department began exploring an initiative involving
beat and zone redistricting. A committee was formed, which included representatives
from various City departments and
different

sections

within

the

Springfield Police Department, to
discuss and determine if beat and
zone
option.

redistricting

was

a

viable

Using Uniformed Crime

Reporting (UCR) crime information
Computer Aided Dispatching (CAD)
data from dispatch, and taking into
account the Neighborhood Alliance
boundaries, the Crime Analysis Unit
and the Research and Development
Unit developed a new beat and zone
structure for the Springfield Police
Department that allowed for resource
allocation based on identified “hot
spots”. Instead of two zones and ten
beats, the new zone and beat structure included three zones. Zone 1-South Side and
Zone 2-North Side were each divided into three separate beats while Zone 3-Center
City was divided into two beats.
To date, the initiative has proven to be successful. A six-month review of the Center
City Zone showed an approximately four percent (4%) decrease in calls for service at
identified hot spots. By focusing on identified hot spots and allocating resources to
address ongoing problems, the Springfield Police Department can establish effective
relationships with the citizenry it serves and develop long-term solutions to those
identified problems.
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Leadership Council
Shortly after his arrival, Chief Paul
Williams

expressed

his

desire

to

establish a group of employees from all
levels

who

would

be

given

the

responsibility to examine issues and
problems and then come up with
solutions. After preliminary discussions,
it was decided the group would be
called the Leadership Council (LC) and would be composed of eleven members. The
LC is currently chaired by a Major who is appointed by the Chief. The Springfield Police
Officers Association President and the Springfield Sergeants League President have
seats by virtue of their positions. The remaining members include the following elected
representatives: 1 Lieutenant, 1 Sergeant, 2 Corporals, 2 officers, 1 non-sworn
supervisor and 1 non-sworn employee.
Elections were held at the end of 2010. Training of the new group was conducted by
Dr. Bridget Steinheider from the University of Oklahoma-Tulsa and Sgt. John Walls of
the Broken Arrow, OK Police Department. The LC created a mission statement which
reads, “To accept, research, discuss and decide any and all issues brought forward to
the Leadership Council for consideration”. The LC took up official business in January of
2011 and created by-laws and term lengths. The initial members were: Chris Barb,
Tracy Mills, Jason Friend, Jim McCulloch, Greg Wheelen, Chris McPhail, Jamey
Thomas, Mike Evans, Shawn Williams, Greg McKinney and Bob Brown.
Items, issues or suggestions are forwarded to Chief Williams who in turn provides the
agenda to the LC. Agenda items handled by the LC in 2011 included: Redesign of
police patrol vehicles to a black and white color scheme, employee uniform issues and
requests, annual evaluation review, promotional process review and a complete
overhaul of the Department Awards Program. The LC serves the department at all
levels and provides opportunity for employee input and suggestions.
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Police Data
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Springfield Police see Increase in Meth Labs in 2011

Springfield

Police

Officers

responded

to

an

increased amount of meth labs during 2011.

A

majority of the labs encountered by narcotics
officers at this time are what are referred to as
“Shake and Bake”, or “One Pot” labs. These labs
can be contained in small containers such as two
liter bottles or even 20 ounce soda bottles. It is not
uncommon for officers to find several of the labs in one location. Meth labs can be
located just about anywhere, and it is very common for the labs and their cooks to be
very mobile. Officers are routinely finding meth labs in cars as the cooks are driving
around town cooking meth. Other locations meth labs are being discovered are in
homes, garages, sheds, motels, trash dumpsters, and small wooded areas in
neighborhoods. The Springfield Police Department maintains an online database of all
meth

labs

that

are

discovered in the City of
Springfield. This database
is updated on a monthly
basis,

and

can

be

accessed by citizens 24
hours

a

day

by

visiting

the

Springfield

Police

Department

website

at

www.springfieldmo.gov/spd/ and clicking on the meth lab map.
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Criminal Investigation
Scrap Metal
The Criminal Investigations Section identified an alarming increase in the number of
metal thefts in 2010. As a result of the increase, the Property Unit dedicated one fulltime investigator to metal thefts. In 2011
the Section worked with the City Law
Department to draft an ordinance requiring
scrap metal yards to electronically report
all transactions of more than $50.00 to
police. Springfield was one of the first
cities in the state requiring scrap metal
yards to electronically report sales. The investigator assigned to scrap metal
investigations was tasked with monitoring the transactions and compliance to the city
ordinance. As a result of the program, 52 stealing cases involving scrap metal were
presented to the Greene County Prosecutor’s Office.

Child Crimes Unit
The Child Sex Crimes Unit was honored by the Missouri State
Investigators

Association

at

its

May

conference

as

the

Investigative Unit of the Year. The unit is comprised of four
investigators and is supervised by the Crimes Against Person’s
Unit Sergeant. MSIA honored by the Association were Sergeant
Mark Deeds, Cpl. Steve Schwind, Cpl. Eric Reece, Cpl. Nathan
Thomas and Cpl. Fred Beck.

The Unit is tasked with investigating child abuse, neglect and sexual crimes committed
against children and investigated 258 cases in 2010. In 2011 the unit worked 241
cases with the Child Advocacy Center, the lowest number of cases worked with the
CAC since 2008.
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Operation Crossfire
“Operation Crossfire” was a concentrated effort by the Criminal Investigations Division
(CID) to curb violent crime. The Operation was a follow up to a successful endeavor in
2010 known as “Operation Gunplay”. Noting
an alarming increase in aggravated assaults,
CID identified and targeted 68 repeat violent
offenders. The Gunplay project began in
July 2010 and ended in December 2010 with
60% of the targeted offenders either in
custody, or charges presented to the Greene
County Prosecutor’s Office or the United
States Attorney’s Office. As a result of the
project, aggravated assaults decreased 32%
from July to December in 2010.
The follow-up program to Gunplay was tabbed as Operation Crossfire, which began in
April of 2011. The CID developed a collaborative multi-tier plan to target violent
offenders. The collaborative effort involved
the
Violent
Crimes
Unit,
Special
Investigations Unit and the Narcotics Unit
along with the Crime Analysis Unit. Equally
important to the effort was the assistance
of the Greene County Prosecutor’s Office,
Alcohol Tobacco & Firearms and the U.S.
Attorney’s Office.
The investigative team developed a list of
the city’s most violent criminals. During the
course of the operation, 28 suspects were targeted for enforcement action and diligent
follow-up. Unlike the previous operation the target list was fluid, as targets moved from
the active target list to an inactive list often as the result of incarceration. Targets were
added based on their criminal behavior and the need for investigative attention.
The investigative team presented 38 cases to prosecutors. Of the 38-presented cases
twenty-three cases have been filed. Ten of the 28 targets were in custody and one
target deported at year’s end.
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Cyber Crimes
In January 2011, the Cyber Crimes Unit (CCU)
was

organized

with

personnel

previously

assigned to the Financial Crimes Unit consisting
of 1 sworn and 1 non-sworn computer forensic
specialists. The Unit moved from the South
District Station to Park Central Square, in a
building owned by Missouri State University. In
return for office space, the Unit organized and administered an internship program for
Computer Science students. Three students participated in the internship in 2011.
The unit works as a member of a task force with the Republic Police Department to
focus on cyber crimes against children. An additional officer was assigned to the unit as
part of the FBI task force assisting with investigations on a Federal level.
In April a cell phone kiosk was set up to allow investigators assigned to CID, as well as
officers assigned to UOD, to process cell phone evidence. The kiosk allowed for
immediate results for investigators and assisted in reducing the backload of cases for
three investigators assigned to CCU.
In May a computer triage kiosk was set up to allow CID investigators to process
computer evidence on less significant or less complicated cases involving computer
evidence. Much like the cell phone kiosk, the computer kiosk has helped reduce
investigative backlog and provided investigators with immediate results.
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Springfield Regional Training Facility
In April of 2011, the City of Springfield collaborated with
the

Police

and

Fire

Departments

to

start

the

construction of a Police and Fire Regional Training
Facility.

This facility will be located at 2620 W.

Battlefield as part of the current South District Station.
R.E. Smith Construction out of Joplin Missouri was
awarded the bid for the new training facility. The facility will have over 25,000 square
foot of space for training and staff. The scheduling for Specialty Schools coming to the
facility is already in progress which will open many
opportunities for agencies all throughout southwest
Missouri. At the end of 2011, the facility is currently 50%
complete.
facility

will

In addition to Specialty Schools, the new
house

in-service

training

and

future

academies for both the police and fire departments.
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Cadet Program & Citizens Police Academy
The Springfield Police Training Unit administered two Cadet Academies and one
Citizens Police Academy during 2011. The Spring
Cadet academy graduated 5 new members and the
fall academy graduated 8 new members. The 13
new Cadets tripled the current number of Cadets for
the Springfield Police Department. The following is
a total list of standing Cadets:

Owen Aldridge,

Austin Ball, Jarrett Beck, Shea Brandon, Dylan Cox,
Russ Daugherty, Matthew Hersh, Zech Hutter,
Stefan Ledbetter, Megan Maholy, Jacob Rear, Kyle Samford, Zachery Sawyer, Emily
Shayne, Josiah Thompson, Megan Tucker, Gregory Ulm, and Austin Whitworth.

The Citizens Police Academy graduated 15 students in
the fall of 2011.
2008.

This was the first CPA held since

The Academy focused on the main topics

concerning law enforcement including budget and
accreditation,

internal

affairs,

community

oriented

policing, DWI, special investigations, SPD history,
patrol functions, crime prevention, legal issues, SPD
academy, selection process, use of force and many
other topics. Members of the Academy were taken to
various locations throughout the city and allowed
access to the SPD to see the internal workings of the
department and how it functions.
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Citizen Safety Expo
The SPD hosted a citizen safety expo organized by Public Affairs Officer (PAO) Cpl
Matt Brown and Officer Jason Rust. The event was held Saturday June 25th from 10am
to 7pm at Parkview High School to help educate the public in all realms of safety not
only within their homes, but also in their places of business.
experts

to

speak

on

several

topics

The SPD brought in

including:

Neighborhood Watch, shoplifting prevention, “first call to
completed case”, crime stoppers, ID theft, residential
security,

date

rape

prevention,

street

gangs,

embezzlement, identifying counterfeit money, internet
safety, “seventeen and bulletproof”.
Presentations began at 11am and rotated throughout the day.
The SPD also displayed several vehicles for the public to see
and experience hands on including the DWI van, the mobile
command post, two new SPD vehicles, motorcycles,
Segways, and bicycles.
A K9 demonstration was given to showcase the abilities of the K9 to seek and find
narcotics paraphernalia. During the demonstration, handlers spoke of what the K9 was
doing while it was actively searching in order to educate the group on basic search
tactics. SRT (Special Response Team) equipment and vehicle were also displayed to
allow spectators an up close look at the various weapons and equipment available to
SRT members and how they deploy in the field during an emergency situation.
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Crime Prevention
In mid-2011, the Crime Prevention Unit, which consists of Officer Jason Rust and
Officer David Snider, gave the Neighborhood Watch Program a much needed update.
Officers Rust and Snider enhanced the program with
new,

innovative

ideas

and

revised

the

standard

Neighborhood Watch sign to include photographs of
actual police officers and citizens of the various
neighborhood associations from around the City of
Springfield.
The program has been very popular and each class has
not only been well attended, but has also received very
positive reviews. The
training classes are
offered monthly and
focus on familiarization of how the Springfield Police
Department responds to calls for service, observation
and reporting skills, home security, and Operation
Identification, which deals with the importance of
marking valuables and recording serial numbers.
Upon

completion,

the

homeowners

and

their

Neighborhood Alliance are certified and eligible to
participate in the Neighborhood Watch program.
The Crime Prevention Unit plans to expand the program with advanced training and
plans to implement similar programs for multi-housing locations and businesses.
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SPRINGFIELD POLICE DEPARTMENT RISES TO THE
CHALLENGE IN JOPLIN TORNADO RESPONSE
On May 22, 2011 a massive EF5 tornado struck Joplin, Missouri in horrific fashion.
Joplin was in need of immediate assistance of all kinds, in particular that of police and
fire resources. The men and women of the Springfield
Police Department did not hesitate when they got the call
for assistance by Joplin.
Within 12 hours after receiving the call for help, the SPD
began deploying resources to Joplin.

SPD officers

began working in groups of ten officers in two different
shifts per day to assist with the efforts in Joplin. These
shifts were long in duration, as officers had travel time in
both directions accompanied by 12 to 13 hour shifts on
the ground, resulting in officers working 15 plus hours per shift. SPD continued to
provide 24 hour coverage weeks after the tornado had hit. In addition to duty time,
many officers, squads, units, and officer associations volunteered on their off duty time
to go and help with the clean up and recovery. Many of these off duty groups helped
officers of Joplin who had been personally affected by the tornado. In addition to the
listed response, SPD sent an additional group of ten officers and the Special Response
Team to assist in the presidential detail involving the visit of President Obama to the
Joplin Tornado site. Overall, there were over 202
on duty officers who responded to Joplin, working
over 5,400 hours and logging 41,685 total miles
using 75 different patrol cars, to work 365 shifts.
Civilian staff also contributed to the efforts by
volunteering time in Joplin. On January 11, 2012,
Lt. Matt Stewart of the Joplin Police Department presented Lt. Greg Higdon and Major
Ron Hartman a medal and ribbon for their quick response and continued assistance
throughout the recovery from the tornado.

Major Hartman accepted the medal on

behalf of the SPD for the team effort in responding to Joplin.
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DWI Enforcement
Impaired drivers pose a significant risk to the motoring public, and members of the
Springfield Police Department (SPD) are dedicated to removing such drivers from City
streets.
Utilizing grant funding, the police
department
sobriety

conducted

checkpoints

&

five

(5)

two

(2)

saturation patrols during 2011. We
participated

in

five

statewide

campaigns to remove intoxicated
drivers from our roadways. Grant funding also allowed us to have officers working DWI
enforcement, on an overtime basis, several nights a week.
In addition to grant funded operations, evening patrol squads were encouraged to make
DWI enforcement a priority during
2011.

Officer dedication to DWI

enforcement was evident based on
the enforcement numbers for 2011.
Officers made 1584 DWI arrests in
2011, compared to 1200 arrests
during 2010, for an increase of thirtytwo (32) percent. DWI arrests in 2011 were greater than any year since 2004 - when
our agency had a full-time DWI Unit.

It is also worth noting that, to assist our agency in conducting DWI operations, MoDOT
donated a Chevy Tahoe to the police department in 2011. It was painted, along with
our DWI bus and DWI trailer, to match our agency’s new black/white vehicle scheme.
This equipment is utilized for sobriety checkpoint and saturation patrols. We also
utilized this equipment to assist several other agencies who conducted checkpoints of
their own in 2011.
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Niche System
The Springfield Police Department went live with the Niche Records Management
System (RMS) on January 31, 2011. In preparation for this day, a 21 member project
team comprised of officers, technicians, data administrators, investigators and analysts
all worked together for nearly 2 years to plan and develop business processes and work
flow procedures to launch the system. In addition, almost 10 years worth of data,
400,000-600,000 reports from the old records management system was converted to
the new Niche RMS. Niche is tied directly to our dispatching software and combined all
the department’s various databases, in addition having the ability to share information
with other agencies.
The system replaced all core functions, which enabled the discontinued use of the
Tiburon RMS, Q-Tel Traq property tracking, as well as a Field Information Reporting
(FIR) and Investigative Criminal Activities Database (ICAD) module that had been built
in-house. The training for the new RMS was conducted all during the month of January
and we were able to train more than 380 members of the Springfield Police Department,
Municipal Prosecutor’s office, Republic Police Department and Greene County Sheriff’s
Department.
During 2011 the RMS team created the
following interfaces: a Municipal Court
interface, which brings in municipal
warrants once a day; the Greene County
Booking interface, which brings in mug
shots and booking information once a day;
Crime Reports interface that allows sharing
of open information on the SPD website
and the MoDex interface, which takes data
from our RMS and shares it with other
MoDex users.
In addition, we are working to bring other agencies on board and share data. To date
we have a signed MOU with Republic Police Department and currently in discussions
with Greene County Sheriff’s Department to share in our system. Also slated for future
development includes an interface to share case information with the Greene County
Prosecutor and the sharing of information through “Inter-Niche” with the Missouri State
Highway Patrol, who is also converting to the Niche RMS.
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The Springfield Police Department and Missouri Special Olympics
The Springfield Police Department has been an
avid supporter of the Special Olympics of
Missouri for several years. From 2008 to 2011,
the Springfield Police Department hosted the
Final Leg of the Law Enforcement Torch Run
(LETR) as well as the State Summer Games.
The LETR, a 30-mile, four day relay, covers
more than 950 miles and ends each year at the site of the opening ceremonies of the
State Summer Games. Nearly 200 agencies and 6,400 law enforcement personnel
work year-round in Missouri to accomplish this goal. The involved law enforcement
agencies do this by conducting different fundraisers at various locations and selling
LETR t-shirts.
Springfield Police Department personnel have participated in
the LETR each year and have worked hard to make
fundraisers like the Red Robin Tip-a-Cop and the Polar Bear
Plunge successful events. In addition, department personnel
dedicated themselves each year to make sure the opening
ceremonies of the State Summer Games were successful
and fun for participants and attendees alike. The first year
the LETR took place, 1986, area law enforcement agencies
raised $15,000 for the State Summer Games. In 2011, they
raised approximately $2,284,888, which ranked number
seven in the world for funds raised. The Springfield Police Department had the privilege
of hosting the State Summer Games for the last four years and department personnel
should be proud of their contributions to an excellent organization like the Special
Olympics of Missouri.
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COPS In Springfield
On Wednesday July 8, 2011 television
producer

Zach

Ragsdale

of

Langley

Productions brought the television reality
show “COPS” to Springfield to ride with the
men and women of the SPD. Two film crews
began riding with officers on two different
shifts for the next eight weeks. In total, the
two crews worked 80 shifts with SPD officers.

Camera crews gave very positive feedback about the Springfield Police Department and
how professional our officers were in dealing with the public. Many hours of footage
were filmed in order to produce 8 short segments with each segment being told from
start to finish in seven minutes.

The eight final segments that made the cut for airtime began airing on the FOX national
TV network in November 2011. Each episode would start out with the officer saying
something about themselves, their family or the City of Springfield. The officers would
narrate as they were responding to the call, giving the viewer an idea of what they were
responding to and how they would handle it. The camera crews would film the incident
in question and as it was finishing, the officer would give a short debrief as to what
happened and the episode would close with a quote from the officer. Each person
filmed had to sign a release for the camera crew in order to be considered for air time.

The segments have been a hit with citizens and helped to create a very positive
impression of SPD.
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Grant Funding
In an effort to supplement the department’s annual budget, the Springfield Police
Department continuously seeks and applies for State and Federal Grants.
Some highlights are:
In late 2010, the U.S. Department of
Justice granted a COPS Hiring Program
Grant of $2,152,620 to the department to
hire 15 new officers. In January, 2011
those 15 new recruits began the police
academy, and graduated July, 2011.
The
Missouri
Department
of
Transportation/National Highway Safety
Alliance provided a combined amount of
over $200,000 in 2011 to fund
Hazardous Moving Violation, work zone enforcement, DWI Enforcement, seatbelt
enforcement, and underage drinking enforcement.
The Department of Justice provides our department grants for Crime Analysis softwarea JAG Grant for I2 software ($75,198), an RMS system, and cyber crimes investigations
in the form of overtime, training and equipment. The DOJ grants also fund 2 officer
High Intensity Drug Trafficking Area (HIDTA) positions at the DEA.
The department was also the recipient of a Missouri Police Chief’s Association grant for
25 new Mobile Data Terminals to replace inefficient older models in our police cars.
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Awards and Recognitions
Officer Kevin Holle was recognized as the Criminology Student of the year in 2011 from
Drury University and was given the Springfield Rotary Club Community Service Award
in 2011.

Acts of Heroism
Officers (from left to right) Chris Welsh, Robert Reeves, Tom Savard, John Brewer and
Cpl. Brady Stark were recognized by the SPD August 25th, 2011 for their selfless acts
of heroism in which all officers entered a burning building in search of two children who
were inside. Their acts bravery helped to save the lives of both children. All officers
were presented with the Meritorious Service Award.
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Outstanding Police Work
Officers Mike Stroud and Joseph Curry were honored regarding their actions on May
2nd, 2011 in which both officers showed great initiative while encountering an armed
felon in an apartment complex. The suspect was known for being violent with a history
of felony assaults and wanted for being a parole absconder. Once identified, the
suspect brandished a weapon in which Officer Stroud immediately recognized and was
prepared for, challenging the suspect to drop the weapon. The suspect attempted to
flee on foot and was detained by both Stroud and Curry. Both officers were presented
with a Command Commendation by Chief Paul Williams.

Springfield Police Sergeants League
Every year the Springfield Police Sergeants League (SPSL) votes on a civilian nonsworn employee, an officer and a corporal to receive the SPSL award. The award is
based on several factors that include the employees work product, their work ethic, their
attitude while at work, their professional relationship with co-workers and many others.
The 2011 SPSL award recipients were (from left to right) non-sworn Cindy LevenCALEA Coordinator, Officer Shawn Clawson-DWI Enforcement Officer, and Corporal
Steve Schwind-Crimes Against Person’s Unit.
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Retirements and New Arrivals
Retirements
Sgt. Dave Zuhlke, DSN 533 Hired 4/2/84, Retired 3/10/2011
PSR Linda Millsap, DSN 551 Hired 2/19/85, Retired 1/27/2011
Officer Randy McDowell, DSN 593 Hired 10/6/86, Retired 10/17/2011
Officer Dewayne Davis, DSN 620 Hired 2/13/89, Retired 11/11/2011
Sgt. Mark Deeds, DSN 621 Hired 2/13/89, Retired 7/1/2011
Officer Eddie Mike Stroud, DSN 719 Hired 2/18/91, Retired 11/10/2011
Deb Westall, DSN 891 Hired 5/30/89, Retired 6/1/2011
PSR Joan Townsend, DSN 928 Hired 11/4/93, Retired 3/30/2011
Officer John Stalker, DSN 1197 Hired 7/9/01, (Disability) Retired 8/16/2011

New Hires
61st Academy hired 1/31/2011
Officer Gregory Anderson
Officer Blake Beasley
Officer Chris Bersted Jr
Officer Andrew Bolin
Officer Daniel Conklin
Officer Mark Cunningham
Officer Nathan Davis
Officer Phillip De Pinto
Officer Christopher Dockins
Officer Benjamin Gaddy
Officer Brandon Gonzales
Officer Brady Huston
Officer Jeremiah Lockett
Officer Robert Mallow
Officer Robert Montgomery
Officer Joshua Morrow
Officer Frankie Starks
Officer Caleb Taylor
Lateral Officer Russell Wright
Lateral Officer Kelly Patton
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Civilian Employees
PSR David Dees, Hire Date 1/17/2011
PSR Deserae Stevens, Records, Hire Date 1/17/2011
PSR Andy Lewin, Records, Hire Date 1/31/2011
Recruit/PSR Jason Ward, Hire Date 1/31/2011
PSR Katherine Nixon, Records, Hire Date 2/28/2011
PSR Jamie Scott, Records, Hire Date 2/28/2011
MSU Substation Admin Asst. Caleb Squires, Records, Hire Date 3/21/2011
PSR Peggy Holmes, Records, Hire Date 6/20/2011
PSR Wendy Gouty, Records, Hire Date 7/11/2011
PSR Betty Dowdy, Records, Hire Date 7/12/2011
PSR Le Ann Phares, Records, Hire Date 7/18/2011
PSR Anna Gilboy, Records, Hire Date 7/18/2011
MSU Substation Admin Asst. Greg Ulm, MSU, Hire Date 8/16/2011
PSR Asst. Amanda Smith, Records, Hire Date 10/3/2011
PSR Lindsey Labby, Records, Hire Date 10/17/2011
PSR Asst. Jenny Sare, Records, Hire Date 10/25/2011

Promotions
Sergeant Promotion 12/9/2011
Cpl. Chris Wells
Cpl. Steve Schwind
Cpl. Eric Reece
Cpl. Andrew Barksdale

Civilian Promotions
Kevin Johnson- to Network Technician 07/01/2011
Trudy Powell- to Crime Analyst 9/11/2011
Jessica Sobieralski-to Crime Analyst 9/11/2011
Veronica Zeigler- to Crime Analyst 12/04/2011
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